Missing Things
walking around for candies
time keeping
redistribution of wealth
peace is a need
good taste
(un)balance
spaces free of fear
children playing on their own
legalize access to vacant space

1 # 48 unmediated experience
2 # 49 generosity and simplicity
3 # 50 help as a disabled citizen in America
4 # 51 a good Tex Mex restaurant
5 # 52 benefits made available for the displaced / missing people
6 # 53 a not over-regulated public space
7 # 54 La Vida (life)
8 # 55 replace prevalent surveillance practices with affirmative, dialogic
communicative practices
9 #

tax breaks for local and small businesses 10 # 56 free access to the high quality education
allow DIY venues to continue DIY 11 # 57 tutors for children
Americans daring to be political 12 # 58 wind and solar energy for our house
swimmable Inner Harbor 13 # 59 more God
jobs for adolescents to prevent them from creating violence 14 # 60 honest politicians
affordable housing and living wages 15 #
„site“-lines to history (sightlines) 16 #
vibrant public life 17 #
non-athletic public venue for aggression, unrelated to productivity 18 #
celebrating in public space 19 #
appreciation of manual work 20 #
empathy, compassion, friendliness 21 #
transparency in government 22 #
homes for the homeless, food for the hungry 23 #
a state‘s attorney who will prosecute killer cops 24 #
recreation centers for the youth 25 #
equal opportunity 26 #
a government that‘s not for sale 27 #
the 28th Amendment 28 #
a subway that goes somewhere 29 #
unbiased journalism 30 #
green spaces, solar energy, good tasting city water 31 #
tourist attractions that average people can afford to go to 32 #
an overall plan 33 #
olfactory perception 34 #
functioning, contemporary & user-friendly infrastructure 35 #
move jobs for ex-offenders 36 #
programs for the ex-convicts and housing 37 #
housing for the homeless 38 #
fixing of the housing neighborhood 39 #
better lighting on the streets of Baltimore 40 #
safety awareness for the public 41 #
honesty 42 #
food system that links people to local, seasonal produce 43 #
stop police brutality 44 #
functioning, contemporary & user-friendly infrastructure 45 #
prescription drugs 46 #
respect for the merchants 47 #
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